REMOVE ALL CORNER GUARDS TYP. THROUGHOUT.

UWMC TO REMOVE CENTER ISLAND CASEWORK.

REMOVE RUBBER BASE. PROTECT FLOORING TO REMAIN.

AREA NOT IN SCOPE

REMOVE MED GAS MASTER PANEL FOLLOWING INSTALLATION OF NEW MED GAS PANEL.

DOOR.

REMOVE DOOR, RELITE AND PORTION OF WALL FOR INSTALLATION OF SLIDING

REMOVE CASEWORK.

AREA TO BE REMOVED

EXISTING WALL TO BE REMOVED.

REMOVE DRINKING FOUNTAIN. PLUMBING AND PIPING TO REMAIN. EXISTING

DOOR TO BE REMOVED

EXISTING WALL TO BE REMOVED.

REMOVE DRINKING FOUNTAIN. PLUMBING AND PIPING TO REMAIN. EXISTING

REMOVE ALL WALL HUNG ITEMS. PROTECT ITEMS TO BE INSTALLED.

REMOVE ALL CORNER GUARDS TYP. THROUGHOUT.

REMOVE ALL CORNER GUARDS TYP. THROUGHOUT.

REMOVE EXPANSION JOINT COVER AT FLOOR ONLY.

REMOVE ALL FORESEEN STRUCTURE, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, OR

PRIMARY CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS EXCEPT AS NOTED IN SHEETS.

COORDINATE ALL WORK IMPACTING ADJACENT LEVELS WITH OWNER 14 DAYS IN

COORDINATE ALL WORK IMPACTING ADJACENT LEVELS WITH OWNER 14 DAYS IN

INSTALLATION OF NEW MED GAS PANEL.

RESILIENT FLOORING AND BASE AS SPECIFIED ON SHEET A105.

ALTERNATE BID: DO NOT REPLACE FLOORING IN PATIENT ROOM TOILETS.

ALTERNATE 3

ALTERNATE BID: DO NOT REPLACE FLOORING AND BASE IN SOILED UTILITY ROOMS.

ALTERNATE 2

ALTERNATE 1

DO NOT REMOVE ANY UNFORESEEN STRUCTURE, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, OR

MAINTAIN SAFE AND LEGAL EXIT PATHWAYS TO OCCUPIED SPACES AT ALL TIMES.

REQUEST MUST BE COORDINATED WITH OWNER 14 DAYS PRIOR TO SHUTDOWN.

CONTRACTOR TO COORDINATE AND SCHEDULE CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS. CONTRACTOR TO COORDINATE AND SCHEDULE CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS WITH OWNER IN ADVANCE TO

CONSTRUCTION AREA WILL BE OCCUPIED DURING CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.

PORTIONS OF THE PRIMARY CONSTRUCTION PHASES ARE NOTED ON PLANS. PORTIONS OF THE

REPRESENTATIVE OF GENERAL CONTRACTOR ON SITE. ALL SHUT DOWN

CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS WITH OWNER IN ADVANCE TO

GENERAL NOTES - DEMOLITION

CONSTRUCTION BARRIER NOTE 2b FOR CONSTRUCTION TYPE.

FLOOR AND BASE FINISH

WALL FINISH

NOTE: FLOOR BOARD FINISH

ALL FLOOR AREAS TO BE ADDED TO ENCLOSED SPACE FOR STAFF DURING CONSTRUCTION.

CONSTRUCTION KEY

FINISH AS SPECIFIED ON FLOOR PLANS.

AREA OF WORK- PHASE 3

AREA OF WORK- PHASE 2

AREA OF WORK- PHASE 1

RECESSION

RECEPTION

SERVICE ELEVATOR
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general notes

1. CEILING HEIGHT AS NOTED ON PLANS.

key notes - demolition rcp

1. PROTECT EXISTING SOFFIT AND PREPARE FOR PAINT TYP.

extent of demolition ceiling work

legend - rcp

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![symbol]</td>
<td>EXISTING 2x2 CEILING GRID TO REMAIN. PROTECT GRID AND TILES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![symbol]</td>
<td>EXISTING LINEAR DIFFUSER TO REMAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![symbol]</td>
<td>EXISTING HVAC DIFFUSER TO REMAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![symbol]</td>
<td>EXISTING FIRE SPRINKLER.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![symbol]</td>
<td>EXISTING GWB CEILING OR SOFFIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MATCHLINE

extent of demolition ceiling work
construction in this area includes lighting replacement. replacement of ceiling tiles as noted, wall construction patch and paint soffits PA.1
INSTALL FULL HT. SS CORNERGUARD.

PROTECT EXISTING SOFFIT ABOVE.

PROTECT EXISTING POWER, DATA AND MED GAS OUTLETS TO REMAIN.

REMOVE EXISTING CORNER GUARD.

CONFIGURATION. ADJUST AS DIRECTED BY OWNER PRIOR TO INSTALLATION.

PROTECT EXISTING POWER, DATA AND MED GAS OUTLETS TO REMAIN.

APPROVAL PRIOR TO REINSTALLATION. SEE ROOM ELEVATIONS FOR TYPICAL REQUIREMENTS: 7210, 7216, 7218, 7220, 7224, 7238, 7240, 7242, 7246, 7248, 7250, 7252, 7254 AND 7256. CONTRACTOR TO COORDINATE VENDOR SCHEDULING AND ACCESS.

PROTECT EXISTING BOTTOM SHELF TO REMAIN.

UWMC TO REMOVE TV AND TV MOUNT.

UWMC TO INSTALL CABINET IN TOILET ROOMS, TYPICAL.

DOORS IN A AND C HALLWAYS (TOTAL OF 20 DOORS). COORDINATE DOOR REMOVAL AND REINSTALLATION WITH UWMC.

REMOVAL AND REINSTALLATION WITH UWMC.

UWMC TO ADD 24X36" RELITE WITH INTEGRAL BLINDS TO ALL PATIENT ROOMS.

INSTALL RF-1 FLOORING WITH 6" COVED BASE IN ALL ROOMS EXCEPT 7210, 7240, 7242, 7252 AND 7254.

ALTERNATE BID: DO NOT REPLACE FLOORING IN PATIENT ROOM TOILETS.

ALTERNATE 3: DO NOT REPLACE FLOORING AND BASE IN SOILED UTILITY ROOMS.

ALTERNATE BID: DO NOT REPLACE FLOORING AND BASE IN SOILED UTILITY ROOMS.

INSTALL SCHLUTER STRIP BETWEEN CERAMIC TILE AND OUTSIDE CORNERS. CONTRACTOR TO COORDINATE WITH LIFT INSTALLER.

DEVISE ALL WALL HUNG ITEMS AND STORE FOR REINSTALLATION.

WEATHER PROTECTED (WATERPROOF) MEDICAL GOWNS (GWBS) WERE REMOVED WITH CT.1. INSTALL CT.2 WHERE SHELF AND SOAP TOWEL ARE TO BE CARRIED OR WHERE MEDICAL GOWNS (GWBS) AND SOAP TOWEL ARE TO BE CARRIED.

REMOVE (2) FOLD DOWN BENCHES IN PATIENT TOILET. PREP WALL AND SOFFIT TO RECEIVE TILE PATCH.

REMOVE CERAMIC TILE FLOOR IN PATIENT TOILET AND PREP FLOOR AND BASE FINISH FOR NEW FINISH. ALTERNATE 1 REMOVE COVED WALL BASE TILE AND RESIN TILE FLOOR."
PROTECT EXISTING POWER, DATA AND MED GAS OUTLETS TO REMAIN.

PROTECT EXISTING BOTTOM AND MIDDLE SHELF TO REMAIN.

PROTECT EXISTING SOFFIT ABOVE.

REMOVE SOUP DISPENSERS.

LAYOUT. CONFIGURATIONS MAY DIFFER DEPENDANT UPON EXISTING ROOM APPROVAL PRIOR TO REINSTALLATION. SEE ROOM ELEVATIONS FOR TYPICAL LAYOUT.

CLEAN AND REINSTALL ALL WALL HUNG ITEMS. PROVIDE MOCKUP FOR OWNER REVIEW.

REMOVE EXISTING CORNER GUARD.

UWMC TO REINSTALL TV AND TV MOUNT.

UWMC TO REMOVE TV AND TV MOUNT FOR REINSTALLATION.

SCHEDULING AND ACCESS.

12/28/2020

UWMC TO REINSTALL TV AND TV MOUNT.

UWMC TO REMOVE TV AND TV MOUNT FOR REINSTALLATION.

INSTALL SCHLUTER STRIP BETWEEN CERAMIC TILE ISOLATION PAINTS.

INSTALL WALL MOUNTED PATIENT LIFT SUPPORT INSIDE AND OUTSIDE CORNERS. CONTRACTOR TO ADD 24X36" RELITE WITH INTEGRAL BLINDS TO ALL PATIENT ROOM ENTRANCES.

INSTALL RF-1 FLOORING WITH 6" COVED BASE IN ALL ROOMS EXCEPT 7210, 7240,7242, 7252 AND 7254,

PLACE A140 PAINTED OVER DRY-WALL, TYP.

PLACE A201 ENLARGED PROTECTIVE ISOLATION ROOM.

COMPLETE ALL WALL HANGING POWDER AND MED GAS OUTLETS AND SOAP DISPENSERS WERE REMOVED.

REPAIR WALL AND INSTALL CERAMIC TILE WHERE FOLD DOWN BENCHES WERE REMOVED WITH CT.1. INSTALL CT.2 WHERE SHELF PATCH.

REMOVE CERAMIC TILE FLOOR, COVED BASE WALL TILE AND MILDEWED OR DAMAGED GWB BEHIND WALL TILE IN THIRTY PATIENT ROOM TOILETS. INSTALL NEW CERAMIC TILE AND SOAP DISPENSERS WERE REMOVED.

INSTALL CERAMIC FLOOR TILE, CT-3 AND COVED WALL BASE CT.4. REPLACE DAMAGED OR MILDEWED GWB BEHIND TILE.BID ALTERNATE 1

INSTALL VCT AND RUBBER BASE IN SOILED UTILITY ROOMS 7235 AND 7211. INSTALL RESILIENT FLOORING AND BASE AS SPECIFIED ON SHEET A105.

INSTALL RF-1 FLOORING WITH 6" COVED BASE IN ALL ROOMS EXCEPT 7210, 7220, 7224, 7238, 7240, 7242, 7246, 7250, 7252, 7254 AND 7256. CONTRACTOR TO COORDINATE VENDOR POWER REQUIREMENTS): 7210, 7216, 7218, 7220, 7224, 7238, 7240, 7242, 7246, 7250, 7252, 7254 AND 7256.

UWMC TO REMOVE TV AND TV MOUNT FOR REINSTALLATION.

UWMC TO INSTALL CABINET IN TOILET ROOMS, TYPICAL.

ALTERNATE 1- REMOVE COVED WALL BASE TILE AND DAMAGED OR MILDEWED GWB.

ALTERNATE 2: DO NOT REPLACE FLOORING AND BASE IN SOILED UTILITY ROOMS.

ALTERNATE 3: DO NOT REPLACE FLOORING AND BASE IN PATIENT ROOM TOILETS.

INSTALL SCHLUTER STRIP BETWEEN CERAMIC TILE ISOLATION PAINTS.

INSTALL WALL MOUNTED PATIENT LIFT SUPPORT INSIDE AND OUTSIDE CORNERS. CONTRACTOR TO ADD 24X36" RELITE WITH INTEGRAL BLINDS TO ALL PATIENT ROOM ENTRANCES.

INSTALL WOOD BASEBOARD.

PAINT DOOR FRAMES PA.5, TYP.

PAINT RESTROOM CEILING PA.14, TYP.

PAINT ENLARGED PROTECTIVE ISOLATION ROOM.

CLEAN AND REINSTALL ALL WALL HUNG ITEMS. PROVIDE MOCKUP FOR OWNER REVIEW.

REMOVE EXISTING CORNER GUARD.

REPAIR WALL AND INSTALL CERAMIC TILE WHERE FOLD DOWN BENCHES WERE REMOVED WITH CT.1. INSTALL CT.2 WHERE SHELF PATCH.

REMOVE CERAMIC TILE FLOOR, COVED BASE WALL TILE AND MILDEWED OR DAMAGED GWB BEHIND WALL TILE IN THIRTY PATIENT ROOM TOILETS. INSTALL NEW CERAMIC TILE AND SOAP DISPENSERS WERE REMOVED.

INSTALL VCT AND RUBBER BASE IN SOILED UTILITY ROOMS 7235 AND 7211. INSTALL RESILIENT FLOORING AND BASE AS SPECIFIED ON SHEET A105.

WORK COMPLETE.

NEW PARTIAL HEIGHT WALL. SEE ELEVATION A201 AND DETAIL A501.

NEW NON-RATED PARTITION.
AT SPRINKLER HEAD OR OTHER RIGID PENETRATIONS, INSTALL OVERSIZED SLEEVE OR ADAPTOR THROUGH CEILING TILE TO ALLOW FREE MOVEMENT OF AT LEAST 1" IN ALL HORIZ. DIRECTIONS.

ASCE 7-02 SECTION 9.6.2.6.2.2(e)

RIGID PENETRATION SLEEVE

NOTES:
1. CEILING SUSPENSION SYSTEM TO BE INSTALLED TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR SEISMIC DESIGN CATEGORY D
2. SPREADER NOT REQUIRED IF A 90° INTERSECTING CROSS TEE OR MAIN BEAM IS WITHIN 8" OF THE PERIMETER WALL.

LEAD BACKING TO EXTEND BEYOND BOX A MINIMUM OF STUD THICKNESS ON ALL SIDES. WRAP AROUND STUD WHERE OCCURS.

UTILITY BOX

GWB

LEAD SHEET

(1) LAYER 5/8" GWB EA. SIDE
FINISH ALL JOINTS, TYP

BASE PLATE DETAIL

2"
C
L
8"
44" H 2 X 2 X 1/4" TS BRACE; 12" FROM EA END OF WALL @ 24" OC
CONT. STL. TRACK - FASTEN TO (E) CONC. AT 4'-0" O.C. MIN, TYP.
3-5/8" 20 GA. STUD AT 24" O.C., TYP
1"
1/4" BASE PLATE W/ (2) 3/4" DIA. HILTI KWIK BOLT TZ.
EMBED 4-3/4" MIN W/ 5-3/4" HOLE DEPTH MIN.

CS-1 WALL CAP
SEE ELEVATION BASE AS SCHEDULED 3-1/2" ACOUSTICAL BATT INSULATION, TYP.
EXISTING SUSPENDED ACOUSTICAL CEILING SEE RCP (E)
EXISTING SOFFIT FRAMING 3-5/8" 20 GA. STUD AT 16" O.C., TYP.
PROVIDE CONT. BRIDGING AT 4'-0" O.C, TYP.
ACOUSTICAL BATT INSULATION, TYP.
(1) LAYER 5/8" TYPE 'X' GWB EA. SIDE
CONT. ACOUSTICAL SEALANT, TYP.
BASE AS SCHEDULED

5 3/4"
1 1/4"
5"
3 1/2"
2 1/4"
12"
6 15/16"
MTL SHEET BLOCKING

2-1/2" 20 GA. STUD AT 16" O.C., TYP

(1) LAYER 5/8" GWB EA. SIDE

FINISH ALL JOINTS, TYP. MATCH EXISTING FINISH BASE AS SCHEDULED

1-1/4" HOMASOTE FABRIC PANEL FP.3 4 3/4" VIF BELL FOIC. EX HEADER

3/4" MAPLE TRIM 3/4" MAPLE BASE. MATCH ARCHITECT'S FINISH SAMPLE 8"

CL

5/8" TYPE 'X' GWB AROUND NEW OPENING, ALL SIDES.

INSTALL HORIZONTAL TRACK @ TOP OF NEW OPENING, SIMILAR AT VERTICAL EDGES.

ALIGN THE FACE OF CABINET WITH FACE OF WALL.

ICE MACHINE FOIC

34" 6"

CS.1 TOP AND INTEGRAL SPLASH

2 ADJ. SHELVES

PL.1 EXTERIOR 25" 35"

MATCH ADJACENT CORRIDOR WALL CONSTRUCTION

EXISTING SUSPENDED ACOUSTICAL CEILING (E)

EX TYP. CORRIDOR WALL CONSTRUCTION.

SHIM SPACE (E) SUSPENDED ACOUSTICAL CEILING FINISHED FLOOR SWEEP

LINE OF HEADER ABOVE OFFICE INTERIOR

SMOKE SEAL

RECESSED PULL WITH LATCH

SHIM SPACE

HALLWAY (2) 3-5/8" 16 GA. STUDS.

5/8" TYPE 'X' GWB
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interior renovation

a502

provider work room EB7207 door details

scale: 2'-1/8"
general finish notes

1. refer to sheets a2-1, a3-1 for wall finish in patient rooms.
2. reference finish plans for mechanical closets. do not use tile sc. plan. select see lower.

deductive bid alternates

alternative a: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative b: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative c: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative d: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative e: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative f: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative g: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative h: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative i: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative j: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative k: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative l: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative m: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative n: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative o: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative p: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative q: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative r: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative s: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative t: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative u: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative v: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative w: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative x: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative y: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.

alternative z: refer to plans as shown. do not replace flooring in patient room. do not paint electrical or mechanical closets.
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